All humans feel emotions, but individuals express their emotions differently because each has a different personality. We design an emotional decision model that focuses on the personality of individuals. The personality-based emotional decision model is designed with four linear dynamics, viz. reactive dynamic system, internal dynamic system, emotional dynamic system, and behavior dynamic system. Each dynamic system calculates the output values that reflect the personality, by being used as system matrices, input matrices, and output matrices. These responses are reflected in the final emotional behavior through a behavior dynamic system as with humans. The final emotional behavior includes multiple emotional values, and a social robot shows various emotional expressions. We perform some experiments using the cyber robot system, to verify the efficiency of the personality-based emotional decision model that generates various emotions according to the personality.
Introduction
Social robots communicate with various humans in our daily life environment. They play with humans as toys and friends [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , provide information as guides [10, 11] or teachers [12] , and help humans [13, 14] . In this process, emotional communication is the key to making humans regard robots as friends. For this reason, researchers have designed artificial emotional systems and social robots. Breazeal designed a threedimensional emotional space model that consists of arousal, valence, and stance, and developed Kismet and Leonardo [15, 16] . Miwa et al. proposed a three-dimensional emotional space model that consists of activation, pleasantness, and certainty [17] . The emotional vector calculated by a quadratic differential equation decides the final emotion of the humanoid robot WE-4RII. Lee et al. proposed a linear affect-expression space model that consists of surprise, angriness, and sadness, for Doldori [18] . Karg et al. designed an affect model based on Piecewise Linear system to model transitions of affect [19] . Kanoh et al. proposed an emotional model using a three-dimensional emotional space for ifbot [20] . BeckerAsano and Wachsmuth designed the "WASABI" affect simulation architecture, which uses a three-dimensional emotion space called PAD (Pleasure-Arousal-Dominance) space [21] .
In these studies, social robots generate and express their emotions in Human-Robot Interaction.
Emotions are known to be dependent on contextual and cultural background. The emotional systems of human beings result in different emotions and behaviors under the same external stimuli. One of the reasons for these differences is that humans have different personalities. Personality influences most emotional processes. As social robots communicate with unspecified persons, it is required that social robots generate and express their emotions differently from their own personalities. For this reason, researchers studied emotional models focused on personality. Wilson introduced a three-layer model having momentary emotions, mood, and personality [22] . Each of them has different properties, such as priority and duration. Kshirsagar and Magneat-Thalmann suggested a system that has personality for an emotional virtual human using a five factor model [23] . Ushida et al. compared the difference among three characters having different personality, when the same stimuli are given [24] . He has analyzed the influence of personality on stimuli and behavior decision. Bates and Reilly introduced a calculated emotional model having sociality [25, 26] . Their emotional models calculate the rules for making behaviors according to the robot's personality, using external inputs. These Personality Personality Personality Personality
Figure 1: The personality-based emotional decision model, which consists of four dynamics and nine personality matrices.
researches focused on personality show that the personality of an artificial emotion system is an essential element for making various emotions.
In this paper, we design a personality-based emotional decision model that generates different emotional behavior, in accordance with personality. Humans feel emotions, understand situations, and express their emotions differently, according to their cultural background, age, and gender [27, 28] . Self-disciplined people can control their emotions easier than people who are undisciplined. For example, children and males usually cannot control their emotions, but this depends on their personal propensities. By focusing on this aspect, we design an emotional system having a personality for generating various emotions. In the designed emotional system, emotional behavior is generated by linear dynamics systems with personality matrices. The final emotional behavior is changed by the personality matrices.
The main purpose of the designed personality-based emotional decision model is design of artificial emotional model that is an intuitive emotional model to be easily used by changing personality parameters as well as generates various emotional statuses according to personality. For this, we designed an emotional model with dynamics, and user sets only personality parameters independently from each other. It means that user can set nine personality matrices of our model separately. Also each property of personality can be easily added or removed without changing other personality parameters. One more unique contribution of our research is that our model generates all emotional status, not selecting only one emotion. It affects to generate various emotional status and expressions.
Age and gender are good examples to see the difference of personality. Therefore, we obtained the personality parameters of four groups (young males, young females, senior males, and senior females) to see the difference of generated emotional status and expressions according to age and gender. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we explain the personality-based emotional decision model. In Section 3, we introduce a cyber robot system used for experiments, and experimental settings. In Section 4, we present experimental results and discussions. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5.
Personality-Based Emotional Decision Model
Most researches on artificial emotional models use affect dimensional models or space models for defining emotions. For using affect dimensional models or space models, we need to consider two issues; one is defining the position of emotions on the affect space, and the other is transiting of emotional status from external/internal situation to space model. But, previous models use different space models because an objectively qualified theory for identifying the concept of basic emotions and dimensional model of personality does not yet exist. Some models use dynamics for calculating emotional status or transiting of affect status, for example, the research by Miwa et al. [17] , Lee et al. [18] , and Karg et al. [19] . We design a personality-based emotional decision model that generates various emotions and behaviors, although the external situation is the same. The designed model generates various emotions, by changing the personality that is the character of the emotional model. The personality-based emotional decision model is designed based on our previous model includes linear dynamics to be general-purpose, for the application to various robots having different purposes, without requiring redesign of the emotional decision model [29] [30] [31] [32] . The designed model generates multiple emotions as the final emotions and shows various emotional behaviors. All emotional statuses, such as internal status, emotion, and behavior, have interrelationships in the designed emotional model.
Personalities in Emotional Decision
Model. Figure 1 shows the designed personality-based emotional decision model that consists of five parts: reactive dynamic system, internal dynamic system, emotional dynamic system, behavior Advances in Human-Computer Interaction 3 dynamic system, and personality. Personality is related to all calculations of dynamic system and tunes emotional characters, such as durability of emotional elements and sensitivity of emotional elements. There are various external stimuli, for example, facial information, gestures, speech, and various sensors data. When external stimuli come in, the personalit-based emotional decision model decides whether the external stimuli influence the reactive dynamics or the internal dynamics or both of them. The reactive dynamics causes unconscious reactions, such as a sigh or yelp. It is not related to the emotional dynamics but influences the behavior dynamics directly. Some personality components, such as patience and composure, are used in the reactive dynamics. The internal dynamics, as opposed to reactive dynamics, causes conscious reactions. It uses the memory of the internal status, such as friendliness, love, and discomfort index, and influences emotional status. Sensitiveness is used in the internal dynamics for the personalities.
The emotional dynamics is related to the internal dynamics, and influences the behavior dynamics. It uses the results of the internal dynamics as the input data with the previous emotional status. Discipline is used for the personalities in the emotional dynamics. The results of the emotional dynamics do not mean the final emotion of the model but the internal emotion of the model. The final emotion of the model is decided by the behavior dynamics. It uses the personality, such as perseverance and power of discipline which means the controllability of behavior expression. The personality is the most important element in generating different emotions and behaviors for various kinds of robots, although the external stimuli and internal dynamics remain unchanged. This is related to all calculations of the personality-based emotional decision model, and can be set by modifying the values of column vectors.
Five Emotional Parts.
The emotions and external sensors of robots are different, according to the purposes of the robots. For easyly applying an emotional decision model to various purposes, we design the personality-based emotional decision model based on linear dynamic systems that can easily change the number of emotional elements. Each emotional element is formed by a column vector, and each process of the personality-based emotional decision model is defined by a state dynamic equation. The personality-based emotional decision model is comprised of the following four dynamics: the reactive dynamics, the internal dynamics, the emotional dynamics, and the behavior dynamics.
Reactive Dynamics.
The reactive dynamics is the relation between the external stimuli and reaction. It is described as follows:
where X ( − 1) is the state vector determined by the previous result of the reactive dynamics, u ( ) is the external stimuli related with unconsciousness, A is the system matrix determined by the durability of unconscious reaction, and B is the input matrix determined by the sensitivity of unconscious reaction, described as follows:
In (1), A is expressed as a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements have the values between 0 and 1. In (2), the elements of B have the values between 0 and 1. When the external stimuli have no effect on the reactive dynamics, B becomes the zero matrix. If A and B become zero matrices, the robot does not have any unconscious reaction. If element of B has negative value, the correlated external stimuli reduces the effect on the correlated reactive dynamics.
Internal Dynamics.
The internal dynamics is the relation between the external stimuli and the internal status. It is described as follows:
where X ( − 1) is the state vector determined by the previous result of the internal dynamics, u ( ) is the external stimuli related with consciousness, A is the system matrix determined by the durability of conscious reaction, and B is the input matrix determined by the sensitivity of conscious reaction, described as follows:
In (3), A is expressed as a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements have the values between 0 and 1. In (4), the elements of B have the values between 0 and 1. When the external stimuli have no effect on the internal dynamics, B becomes the zero matrix. If A and B become zero matrices, the robot does not have any conscious reaction. If element of B has negative value, the correlated external stimuli reduces the effect on the correlated internal dynamics.
Emotional Dynamics.
The emotional dynamics is the relation between the internal stimuli and the emotional status. It is described as follows:
where X ( −1) is the state vector determined by the previous result of the emotional dynamics, u ( ) is the internal stimuli, A is the system matrix determined by the durability of emotional status, and B is the input matrix determined by the sensitivity of internal stimuli, described as follows:
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In (5), A is expressed as a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements have the values between 0 and 1. In (6), the elements of B have the values between 0 and 1. When the internal stimuli have no effect on the emotional dynamics, B becomes the zero matrix. If A and B become zero matrices, the robot does not have any emotion.
Behavior Dynamics.
The behavior dynamics is the relation between the behavior and the status of the reactive and the emotional dynamics. It is described as follows:
where Y( −1) is the output vector determined by the previous result of the behavior dynamics, A is the system matrix determined by the durability of emotional behaviors, X ( ) is the reactive stimuli, and related with unconscious process, C is the output matrix determined by the sensitivity of reactive stimuli, described as follows:
where X ( ) is the emotional status, and related with conscious process. C is the output matrix determined by the sensitivity of emotional status, described as follows:
In (7), A is expressed as a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements have the values between 0 and 1. The elements of C in (8) and the elements of C in (9) have the values between 0 and 1. When the emotional and the reactive dynamics have no effect on the behavior dynamics, C and C become zero matrices. If A , C and C become zero matrices, the robot does not have any behavior.
Personality Matrices.
A and B in (1), A and B in (3), A and B in (5), and A , C and C in (7) are the personality matrices. Consider the following:
The set of system matrices A, as shown in (10), is determined by the personality about the durability of the previous status that is the feedback data. For example, in the case of the emotional dynamics, the system matrix A indicates the influence of the emotional dynamics at time − 1 to the emotional dynamics at time . The set of input matrices B, as shown in (11), and the set of output matrices The cyber robot simulator using the designed personalitybased emotional decision model and a cyber robot system. Users can change the intelligent engine modules as the purpose of the system [32] .
C, as shown in (12), are determined by the personality about the sensitivities to previous stimuli that are the results of the previous dynamics. For example, in the case of the behavior dynamics, the output matrix C indicates the influence of the reactive dynamics to the behavior dynamics. This also means unconscious influence. The output matrix C indicates the influence of the emotional dynamics to the behavior dynamics. This also means conscious influence.
Behavior Generation Process.
For emotional expression, we should generate behaviors appropriate to the final emotions. But the final emotions are a mixture of every emotional behavior value. Also, emotional expression is different from the specifications of robot systems. Therefore, we use a behavior generation system that consists of three parts: behavior training sets, emotional matrix generator, and behavior combination generator [33] . The behavior training sets indicate unit behaviors related to each emotion. Then, the emotional matrix generator calculates the emotional expression values of unit behaviors. Finally, the behavior combination generator finds the best unit behavior combination, according to the multiple emotions calculated by the personality-based emotional decision model.
Experimental Environments
3.1. Cyber Robot System. We develop a cyber robot system to apply the personality-based emotional decision model. The cyber robot system, as shown in Figure 2 , is a simulation system that uses various intelligent engines and cyber robot clients. The top left part of Figure 2 is the selected emotion model and can be changed to other emotion models. The bottom right part of Figure 2 is the selected cyber robot system, and can be also changed to other cyber robot systems. We can choose each intelligent engine, such as emotion model, recognition module, and cyber robot system as the purpose of the system. Real robot systems can also be used for the robot system of the cyber robot system also. The cyber robot has five expressible parts: eyebrows, eyes, cheeks, mouth, and arms. Each expressible part had unit behaviors can be shown through each expressible part, and one unit behavior, from each expressible part is selected by the behavior generation system. If each expressible part has ten unit behaviors, the cyber robot can show 10 5 expressions.
Experimental Settings.
The designed model uses nine personalities, which can be used for making various characteristic people by changing the personality matrix. We divide people into four groups: young males, senior males, young females, and senior females. Young groups include people who are under twenties, and senior groups include people who are over forties. We set the personalities four groups.
Dynamics Settings.
We use the sensing results as the external stimuli, such as "meets a good or bad person, " "listens to some words, " and "a human hits the robot". The external stimuli, the reactive vector, the internal vector, the emotional vector, and the behavior vector are described, respectively, as follows:
Personality Matrices.
We obtained human data from 44 people (15 young males, 8 senior males, 11 young females, and 10 senior females) for the setting of personality matrices, using a personality parameter collecting program. For obtaining human data, the program shows some situations to humans, and then humans mark their factors that reflect their personality. The values of the system matrices A means how much the value of the previous time reflects on the value of the next time. The values of the input matrices B and output matrices C mean how much the input values reflect on the output values.
Young Males. We set the personality matrices of young males based on the human data obtained from 15 people. From (18) to (21) show the system matrix A, which is the durability of each dynamics. From Tables 1, 2 
6 Advances in Human-Computer Interaction Table 4 : The output matrix C YM of the sensitivity of reactive stimuli. Senior Males. We set the personality matrices of senior males based on the human data obtained from 8 people. From (22) to (25) show the system matrix A, which is the durability of each dynamics. From Tables 6, 7 Young Females. We set the personality matrices of young females based on the human data obtained from 11 people. From (26) to (29) show the system matrix A, which is the durability of each dynamics. From Tables 11, 12 Senior Females. We set the personality matrices of senior females based on the human data obtained from 10 people. From (30) to (33) show the system matrix A, which is the durability of each dynamics. From Tables 16, 17 Table 9 : The output matrix C OM of the sensitivity of reactive stimuli. Table 11 : The input matrix B YF of the sensitivity of unconscious reaction. Table 13 : The input matrix B YF of the sensitivity of internal stimuli. Table 14 : The output matrix C YF of the sensitivity of reactive stimuli. 
Scenario.
We create a scenario for an external situation and compare the outputs of two emotional models. Our scenario is as follows:
(1) at 2 sec., play good music for 3 seconds, (2) at 5 sec., a good person is recognized, (3) at 7 sec., the person tells the robot "I love you, " (4) at 11 sec., obstacles are detected, (5) at 13 sec., the robot is bumped against something, (6) at 15 sec., a bad person is recognized, (7) at 16 sec., the person hits the robot, (8) at 17 sec., the person tells the robot "Away with you, "
(9) at 20 sec., a good person is recognized, (10) at 22 sec., the person tells the robot "Don't worry, "
(11) at 24 sec., the robot is given some food.
Experimental Results and Discussions
We perform some experiments to verify that the personalitybased emotional decision model generates various emotions, according to age and gender. We generate the values of emotional behavior every 0.1 second. Table 19 : The output matrix C OF of the sensitivity of reactive stimuli. Figures 3, 4 , 5, and 6 show the graph of emotions generated by young males, senior males, young females, and senior females, respectively. From Figures 7, 8, 9 , and 10 show the emotional expressions based on emotions generated by young males, senior males, young females, and senior females, respectively.
Experimental Results. From

Discussions.
In the graph of young males' emotions, happiness and love was generated until 15 seconds. Senior males generated happiness and love similarly, but the generated emotions were continued more than for young males. Both groups generated anger and other emotions at 20 seconds, but the duration of emotions was longer in the graph of senior males. This tendency was shown in the generated emotions of females. Happiness and love was generated at first in both groups, but the duration of emotions was longer in the graph of senior females. It was same for the other emotions. We think that the reason for the duration of emotions being different is that the personality matrices were set differently. The durability of emotions is related to the system matrices A. The system matrix A YM , the durability of unconscious reaction, of young males has larger values than the system matrix A OM of senior males. Also, the system matrix A YF of young females has larger values than the system matrix A OF of senior females. On the other hand, this tendency is different in other system matrices, such as A , the durability of conscious reaction, A , the durability of emotional status, and A , the durability of emotional behaviors. The system matrices of senior people have larger values than the system matrices of young people. The output matrices C are related to the reflection of unconsciousness and consciousness. The output matrix C , the sensitivity of unconsciousness, of young people have larger values than the output matrix C of senior people. On the other hand, the output matrix C , the sensitivity of consciousness, of senior people have larger values than the output matrix C of young people. This means that young people receive more new stimuli than senior people, but senior people not easily swayed by new stimuli. From these experimental results, we can decide that the emotional behavior that can be differently generated by the system matrices, which is a kind of personality.
We can see the difference of the generated emotions between males and females. Young and senior males generated anger more than other emotions, but young and senior females generated fear more than other emotions. Young people generated sadness more than senior people. Young people generated more various emotions than senior people. We think the reason why the generated emotions were different is also that the personality matrices were set differently. The sensitivity of emotions is related to the input matrices B and output matrices C. In particular, the values related to anger of the input matrix B , the sensitivity of internal stimuli, of males are larger than the values of the input matrix B of females. On the other hand, the values related to fear of the input matrix B of females are larger than the values of the input matrix B of males. This means that the personality matrices are strongly related in the emotional decision process, and the effects of personality are revealed in the designed personality-based emotional decision model. We performed these experiments to verify the efficiency of the designed emotion system. Although we show that it is possible to generate various emotional behaviors according to personality-based on human data, these experiments do not show the characteristics of humans according to age and gender. In our experiments, the robot with the personality of young people generated more dynamic emotional behaviors than senior people, the robot with the personality of males generated aggressive emotions such as anger, and the robot with the personality of females generated passive emotions such as fear. But we obtained the personality matrices data from just a few people to show human characteristics; and in addition, the measurement method of human data for personality matrices is not objectively proven. In this paper, we merely used obtained human data to set the different personalities of four groups, and showed the different emotional expressions of four groups. In the future, we will obtain human data from many people by objectively proven measurement methods, and perform experiments to show the characteristics of humans according to age and gender. have studied the emotional mechanism of humans in psychology as well as in neuroscience. To provide social robots with friendly communication skills, robot researchers have designed artificial emotion systems with social robots based on these studies. In this paper, we focused on the personality of humans. Humans feel emotions, understand situations, and express emotions differently, depending upon their cultural background, educational background, family background, age, and gender. Humans process external stimuli to internal statuses differently. Humans have different abilities to control their feeling, and express their behavior. As the personality of humans is different, humans feel and express their emotions differently. Therefore, we have designed the personality-based emotional decision model, which generates various emotions by changing the personality, which is the character of the emotional model.
Conclusions
The personality-based emotional decision model consists of five parts: reactive dynamics, internal dynamics, emotional dynamics, behavior dynamics, and personality. The personality-based emotional decision model is designed with four linear dynamics to be general-purpose to apply to various robots having different purposes, without redesign of emotional decision model. In each dynamics, system matrices input matrices, and output matrices are used for the characteristics of dynamics that represents personalities. The designed model uses nine personality matrices, and generates unconscious responses as well as conscious responses based on neuroscientific theories. These responses are reflected in the final emotional behavior, which is of multiple emotions, like humans. We performed some experiments using the cyber robot system to verify the efficiency of the designed model. We set four experimental systems having different personalities using human data. As an experimental result, we confirmed that the personality-based emotional decision model generates various emotions by changing personality. In the future, we will perform more experiments for showing human characteristics according to age and gender using plentiful human data. We will also design a learning mechanism of personality. Then it will provide a more useful and smart emotional system for social robots.
